General Terms and Conditions
of Ariez BV

SECTION A: GENERAL CLAUSES
Article 1: Definitions
The terms used in these general terms and conditions are defined as follows,
unless expressly indicated otherwise.
a.	Customer: the natural person or legal entity with whom` an Agreement is
concluded for the delivery of Products and/or the provision of Services.
b.	AP: Ariez Publishing is a division of Ariez BV
c.	Ariez BV, and their legal successors, their (international) subsidiaries and/or
any other company for the purpose of whom these terms and conditions have
been concluded.
d.	Tender: the verbal or written offer made by AP or ARIEZ BV for the supply of
Products and Services.
e.	
Agreement: any Agreement between the Customer and AP or ARIEZ BV,
including, however not limited to Agreements concluded in order to develop,
(cause to) design, (cause to) programme, (cause to) implement, (cause to)
host, and produce (medical) Internet pages and Internet applications; to
create CD-roms, or other interactive multimedia applications; to (cause to)
issue (periodic) medical journals and other medical publications either online
or offline; to develop and organise the (logistic) implementation of medical
congresses and continuingeducation courses; to develop and (cause to)
execute advertising campaigns; and (cause to) develop and (cause to) organise
the logistic implementation of medical and marketing-communication
projects.
f.	Products and Services: any products to be developed by or on account of AP or
ARIEZ BV, which are the subject of an Agreement, as well as any user rights to
such items, and furthermore any documentation, advertising material, course
material, drawings, descriptions, models, test equipment and any form of
services provided by AP or ARIEZ BV.
g.	Applications: interactive (software) applications or programmes, as well as
websites or Internet pages.
Article 2: General
1.	These general terms and conditions apply to any of AP’s and Ariez BV Tenders
and any Agreements with AP or ARIEZ BV. The general terms and conditions
are registered with the Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam as number
34187466. The general terms and conditions will be forwarded at request and
free of charge, and are published on the website of www.ariez.nl.
2.	Any deviations from these terms and conditions only apply to the extent the
parties have expressly agreed to such deviations in writing. Deviating provisos
shall only be applicable for the offer or the Agreement in which such provisos
have been made.
3.	Where in these terms and conditions any rights or favours are established for
the benefit of AP or ARIEZ BV, such rights and favours are also considered to
have been stipulated for the benefit of third parties used by AP or ARIEZ BV
with respect to the accomplishment or the implementation of the Agreement.
4.	The applicability of the Customer’s general terms and conditions is expressly
renounced.
Article 3: Offers and Tenders
1.	Any Tenders and quotes are indicative and free of commitment, unless the
offer states a deadline for acceptance.
2.	Tenders and quotes may be modified due to unforeseen alterations in the
work.
3.	The Tender shall be valid up to 60 days. Unless the Tender is accepted within
this period, it will be have been cancelled.
4.	The Customer must confirm assignments in writing. If the Customer should
nevertheless agree that AP or ARIEZ BV commences the implementation of
the work, the contents of the Tender shall apply as the provisions agreed on.
Further verbal agreements and provisos shall only bind AP or ARIEZ BV from
the moment they have been confirmed in writing.
5.	Acceptance deviating from the offer adopted in the Tender (with respect to
minor items), shall not bind AP or ARIEZ BV. In such case, the Agreement
shall not be considered to have been accomplished in accordance with
such deviating acceptance, unless AP or ARIEZ BV agrees in writing to such
deviating acceptance.
6.	A compound quote shall not commit AP or ARIEZ BV to carry out any part of
the assignment at a corresponding part of the stated price.
7.	Tenders do not automatically apply to any future assignments.
8.	The approximate estimates adopted in Tenders and assignments are indicative
and are charged pursuant to costing of the hours effectively spent and
expenses incurred based on the information supplied by AP or ARIEZ BV.
Article 4: Pitches / activities for the accomplishment of the Agreement
1.	
Prior to the acceptance of an assignment, AP or ARIEZ BV shall conduct
exploratory talks, carry out market research and draw up tenders, projects,
planning and factual or marketing-strategy proposals. The Customer cannot
derive any rights from the execution of such work.
2.	
Unless agreed otherwise, the costs related to the execution of the work
mentioned in subsection 1 shall be charged to the Customer, even if no further
Agreement should be established.
Article 5: Fees / Rates
1.	The work and services are invoiced at a fixed amount or based on the hours
spent, in which case the rates are exclusive of travelling and accommodation
expenses; such expenses as well as any other costs will be charged separately.
2.	If the amount of the payment is wholly or partially subject to the information
recorded by AP or ARIEZ BV, the information supplied by AP or ARIEZ BV shall
be binding upon the parties.
3.	If, due to the fact that full and proper information and/or materials are not or
not timely supplied or due to an altered or incorrect assignment or instruction,
AP or ARIEZ BV should be compelled to carry out other or additional work, AP
or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to charge such work based on the hours spent.
4.	AP or ARIEZ BV are entitled to adjust the rates used. Adjusted rates shall
only be charged three months after a written notification thereof has been
sent to the Customer. If the price increase exceeds 25%, the Customer
shall be entitled to dissolve the Agreement as of the date at which the
adjusted rates are to be effective through a registered letter. If AP or ARIEZ
BV should not have received such letter within 7 days following the dispatch
of the notification with regard to the price increase, the Customer shall be
considered to have agreed to the price increase. The Customer is not entitled
to dissolve the Agreement if the authorisation to increase the fees or rates
stems from an authorisation by virtue of the law.
5.	Without prejudice to the provisions in the previous subsections, AP or ARIEZ
BV may index their prices on an annual basis in accordance with the CBS
adjustments.
6.	All rates and prices mentioned in the Tender, the Agreement or the pricelist
are exclusive of VAT and other state-imposed statutory levies, unless expressly
agreed otherwise. All rates and prices mentioned in the Tender, the Agreement
or the pricelist are in euros ( ), unless expressly agreed otherwise.
7.	The costs payable for assignments with a duration of more than 30 days will
be charged periodically.
8.	With respect to (an) invoice amount(s) exceeding Euro 4,000 (in words: four
thousand euros) (exclusive of VAT), AP or ARIEZ BV may require from the
Customer an advance payment to the amount of half the invoice amount.
Article 6: Payment
1.	The invoice is to be settled within 14 days following the date of the invoice
through a method indicated by AP or ARIEZ BV. Objections against the amount
of the invoices shall not suspend the payment commitment.
2.	Payments made by the Customer shall first of all serve to settle any payable
interest and expenses and subsequently the longest outstanding payable
invoices, even if the Customer should state that the payment is related to
a subsequently sent invoice. AP or ARIEZ BV may, without being in default,
refuse an offer for payment if the Customer should apply a different order in
the allocation of the payments.
3.	In the event the term of payment should be exceeded, the Customer shall be
due the legal interest from the expiry date while a notice of default shall not
be required with respect to this. Such legal interests may be increased with
7% if the delay is caused with regard to a commercial contract. The interest
on the payable amount shall be calculated from the moment the Customer is
in default up to the moment of payment of the full amount.
4.	From the expiry date the Customer is also due the out-of-court collection costs
due on the outstanding amount of the invoice, calculated pursuant to the
degressive collection rate of the Dutch Bar, without prejudice to AP’s or ARIEZ
BV’s right to charge to the Customer the actually incurred expenses, if such
costs should exceed the consequently calculated amount.
5.	AP or ARIEZ BV may refuse the full redemption of the capital amount if the
payable and current interest as well as the costs are not concurrently paid.
Article 7: Implementation of the agreement
1.	AP or ARIEZ BV are entitled to have the agreed work carried out by third
parties. In that case, these terms and conditions shall be fully effective. In the
case of any discrepancies between APC’s terms and conditions and the terms
and conditions of the third party used by AP or ARIEZ BV, AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s
terms and conditions shall prevail at any time.
2.	
The Customer is bound to take any actions reasonably required and/or
desirable in order to enable AP or ARIEZ BV to timely and correctly execute
the work. The Customer must therefore make sure that any data, information,
content, hardware and software and/or other materials, with respect to
which AP or ARIEZ BV have indicated that such are required or with respect
to which the Customer should within reason understand that such are
required for the implementation of the Agreement, shall be supplied to AP
or ARIEZ BV on time. If the aforementioned items and information required
for the implementation of the Agreement should not have been supplied to
AP or ARIEZ BV on time, AP or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to suspend the
implementation of the Agreement and/or charge the additional costs resulting
from the delay to the Customer pursuant to the usual rates, without prejudice
to AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s right to claim from the Customer full compensation.
3.	AP or ARIEZ BV will make efforts to accurately execute the work, to promote
the Customer’s interest to the best of their ability and to pursue the best

possible result for the Customer.
4.	If during the implementation of the Agreement AP or ARIEZ BV should buy for
their account and at their risk goods and/or services from third parties, while
subsequently such goods and/or services are passed on to the Customer, AP
or ARIEZ BV shall be permitted to use certain commonly used margins, or use
small deviations with regard to quantity, quality and capacity of such goods
and/or services.
5.	AP or ARIEZ BV cannot be summoned to comply as long as AP or ARIEZ BV do
not hold all the data, information, content, hardware, software and/or other
materials to be supplied by the Customer.
6.	Further to this, AP or ARIEZ BV cannot be held liable for any loss whatsoever
in the case that AP or ARIEZ BV have based themselves on any incorrect and/
or incomplete data, information, content, hardware, software and/or other
materials supplied by the Customer.
7.	If it should have been agreed that the Agreement is to be implemented in
phases, AP or ARIEZ BV may suspend the implementation of work that is part
of a subsequent phase until the Customer has approved of the results of the
preceding phase in writing.
8.	If under the terms of the assignment work is executed by AP or ARIEZ BV
or third parties used by AP or ARIEZ BV at the location of the Customer or a
location indicated by the Customer, the Customer shall provide to the staff any
facilities required within reason without any charge.
9.	The Customer shall indemnify AP or ARIEZ BV for any claims from third parties
that have been caused damage in relation to the implementation of the
Agreement, for which damage the Customer bears the responsibility.
Article 7A: additional clauses for the Implementation of the Agreement
with respect to continuing-education courses, communication projects
and congresses
1.	To the extent AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s services consist of the development and
organisation of (medical) continuing-education courses, congresses or
conferences in the widest sense, AP or ARIEZ BV may require the payments
due prior to commencement thereof. The implications of cancellation of
participation to continuing-education courses, congresses or conferences shall
be governed by the rules for cancellation used by AP or ARIEZ BV:
a)	50% of the registration fees will be charged in the case of a cancellation
in writing more than 4 weeks prior to commencement of the respective
course, continuing-education course, conferences etc.
b)	100% of the registration fees will be charged in the case of cancellation
(less than) 4 weeks prior to commencement of the course.
2.	If to the discretion of AP or ARIEZ BV the number of enrolled persons is
insufficient, AP or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to cancel the continuingeducation course, the congress or the conference, or combine them with one
or several other continuing-education projects, congresses or conferences, or
to have them conducted at a later date or time.
Article 7B: supplemental clauses for the Implementation of the Agreement
with respect to the publication of (periodic) journals and brochures and
other offline or online publications
1.	
The Customer is bound to carefully examine the typesetting or printer’s
proofs or other tests, designs, models on approval, dummies received from
AP or ARIEZ BV - whether or not at the Customer’s request - for faults and
deficiencies, and return them to AP or ARIEZ BV rectified or approved in
writing with all convenient speed.
2.	The Customer’s approval of the proofs and tests referred to in subsection one
shall be the recognition and agreement that AP or ARIEZ BV have correctly
implemented the work preceding the proofs and tests.
3.	AP or ARIEZ BV shall bear no liability for any deviations, faults and deficiencies
that have not been observed in proofs/tests/dummies approved or corrected
by the Customer, subject to cases of intent and/or serious misconduct.
4.	Any test carried out at the Customer’s request shall be charged as additional
work in addition to the agreed price, unless it has expressly been agreed in
writing that the costs of such tests are included in the price.
5.	
AP or ARIEZ BV are not bound to accept or process alterations to the
assignment after the closing time (e.g. of a journal) or the deadlines established
by AP or ARIEZ BV have expired.
6.	With respect to advertisements that are to be typeset in accordance with
the assignment in such a format that an unwanted similarity with editorial
reporting exists, AP or ARIEZ BV shall reserve the right to alter the format or
typography.
7.	AP or ARIEZ BV reserve the right to decide on the position of placement and
the manner of insertion of the advertisement in the inner frame of a periodical.
8.	The assignment to place an advertisement shall give the Customer the right to
receive one free issue for evidence of placement.
Article 8: Reservation of ownership
1.	All the items supplied by AP or ARIEZ BV, including however not limited to
designs, sketches, drawings, films, software, (electronic) files, etc., shall
be AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s property until the Customer has complied with all
the obligations from the Agreements concluded with AP or ARIEZ BV in
accordance with the provisions below.
2.	The Customer is not authorised to pledge the items included in the reservation
of ownership, or to encumber these in any other manner.
3.	
If third parties should seize the items supplied under the reservation of
ownership or wish to establish or assert any rights thereto, the Customer shall
be committed to notify AP or ARIEZ BV thereof as soon as reasonably can be
expected.
4.	
The Customer is committed to insure the items supplied under the
reservation of ownership and continue to keep these insured against fire,
explosion and water damage as well as against theft and submit the policy
of such insurance to AP or ARIEZ BV at AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s first request for
their inspection.
5.	The items supplied by AP or ARIEZ BV which are included in the reservation
of ownership by virtue of the provisions in 1. of this article, can only be
resold under regular business operations and cannot be used as a method of
payment.
6.	In the event that AP or ARIEZ BV wish to exercise the title to ownership
indicated in this article, the Customer shall at present, unconditionally and
irrevocably permit AP or ARIEZ BV or third parties to be indicated by AP or
ARIEZ BV to have access to all the locations where the property of AP or ARIEZ
BV is located and take this property back.
Article 9: Method of delivery
1.	If transportation of the items to be delivered has been agreed, transportation
shall be effected for the account of the Customer, unless carriage-paid
delivery has been agreed. The Customer shall bear the risk during transport.
Transport includes transmission of data through the telephone network and
any comparable transmission with the aid of any technical tool.
2.	The acceptance by the conveyor of AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s items shall be the proof
that such items are in apparent good condition, unless the consignment note
or the receipt states otherwise.
Article 10: Term of contract and term of delivery
1.	The Agreement between AP or ARIEZ BV and a Customer is concluded for a
specific period of time, i.e. for the duration of the agreed work, unless the
nature of the Agreement requires a different arrangement, or the parties have
expressly agreed otherwise in writing.
2.	
If within the duration of the Agreement a period has been agreed for
completion of certain work, then such period shall not be a deadline. Any
agreed period to carry out services or deliver items is considered to be an
approximate period. In the case the implementation period should be
exceeded, the Customer is to hold AP or ARIEZ BV consequently in default in
writing through a registered letter, and still allow them a reasonable period for
compliance.
3.	AP or ARIEZ BV are not liable for the implications of an exceeded period. A
period exceeded shall not commit AP or ARIEZ BV to pay damages nor will it
entitle the Customer to dissolve the Agreement.
Article 11: Inspection on delivery and complaints
1.	The Customer must notify AP or ARIEZ BV in writing of any complaints about
the delivered or provided goods or products or the work carried out and/
or services provided within 8 days after they have been observed, and not
later than 14 days following the delivery of the respective products or the
completion of the respective work and/or services. The notice of default must
state a detailed description of the default to allow AP or ARIEZ BV to respond
adequately.
2.	If the complaint is found to be justified, AP or ARIEZ BV shall still carry out
the work as agreed to the extent possible, or still deliver the goods and/
or products, unless this has in the meantime proved to be permanently
impossible for the Customer, which the Customer must notify AP or ARIEZ BV
in writing.
3.	If it should have become permanently impossible to still execute the agreed
work, AP or ARIEZ BV will only bear liability within the confines of article 13.
Article 12: Dissolution
1.	
AP or ARIEZ BV may dissolve the Agreement as per immediately if the
Customer should not, not timely, properly or completely comply with one or
several of his obligations with respect to APC, without prejudice to AP’s or
ARIEZ BV’s right to full compensation.
2.	AP or ARIEZ BV is entitled to immediately terminate the Agreement without
a notice of default of court intervention if the Customer files a petition in
his bankruptcy or a petition is being filed in his bankruptcy, or if he is
declared to be in a state of bankruptcy, or has applied for or obtained a
moratorium, or has lost the free control of his capital in any other way. This
also includes the situation where the regulation referred to in article 284 of
the Faillissementswet [Bankruptcy Act] is declared applicable. In such cases the
Customer shall not be entitled to any damages whatsoever.
3.	Further to this, AP or ARIEZ BV shall have the right referred to in the previous
subsection, if the Customer should cease his business operations entirely or
partially or liquidates in any other way and/or radically changes his business
operations without the prior written consent of AP or ARIEZ BV or transfers the
business operations to a third party.
Article 13: Liability
1.	Although utmost care has been pursued with respect to the contents of the
goods, products, applications, work and/or services supplied by AP or ARIEZ
BV, the absence of any faults and/or incompleteness cannot be guaranteed.
AP or ARIEZ BV shall not bear any liability whatsoever for any faults or
incompleteness or for the use by the Customer of the referred-to goods,
products, work and/or services. AP or ARIEZ BV shall consequently only accept
the legal obligations for damages to the extent such appears from this article.
2.	
The total liability of AP or ARIEZ BV on account of culpable default in

compliance with the Agreement is confined to the compensation of the direct
loss up to not more than the amount of the price stipulated for the Agreement
(exclusive of VAT). If the Agreement is mainly a duration Agreement with a
duration of more than one year, the stipulated price shall be established to the
total of the payments (exclusive of VAT) stipulated for 6 months. Direct loss
shall only mean:
	a)	the reasonable costs the Customer would have to incur to have AP’s
or ARIEZ BV’s performance comply with the Agreement. Such damage
will however not be compensated if the Customer has dissolved the
Agreement;
	b)	any reasonable costs incurred for the establishment of the cause and extent
of the damage, to the extent that such establishment is related to the direct
damage within the meaning of these terms and conditions;
c)	any reasonable costs, incurred to prevent or minimise damage, to the
extent the Customer is able to prove that such costs have resulted in the
limitation of the direct damage within the meaning of these terms and
conditions.
3.	
AP or ARIEZ BV bears no responsibility for damage caused by the
circumstances described in article 23 (‘Declarations of the Customer’) or those
that are caused as a result of the (contents of the) Application (as described in
article 22).
4.	AP or ARIEZ BV are only liable for personal damage and damage for which AP
or ARIEZ BV are liable pursuant to product liability, to the extent such damage
was caused by the intent or the serious misconduct of the management,
representatives and/or employees of AP or ARIEZ BV. In that case, the liability
shall be limited to the price stipulated in the Agreement between the parties,
however shall not exceed the amount of Euro 15,000.--.
5.	AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s liability for indirect damage, including consequential loss,
loss of profits, savings not accrued and damage due to industrial stagnation
are excluded.
6.	AP or ARIEZ BV are furthermore not responsible for any damage whatsoever
caused to the Customer or any third party in any way whatsoever, which is the
result of the incorrect and/or incompetent use by the Customer or any third
party of the goods or products supplied or work carried out and/or services
provided by AP or ARIEZ BV.
7.	AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s liability on account of culpable default in compliance with
the Agreement shall only be created if the Customer has immediately and
properly held AP or ARIEZ BV in default in writing, stating a reasonable period
for the rectification of the default, and AP or ARIEZ BV should still continue
to be in default in compliance with their obligations after such period. The
notice of default must describe the default in detail to enable AP or ARIEZ BV
to respond to it adequately.
8.	The condition for the creation of any right to damages is that the Customer
notifies AP or ARIEZ BV as soon as possible of the damage in writing from the
moment it has been caused.
9.	For the application of this article, a number of linked incidents causing damage
shall be considered as one single incident.
10.	The Customer shall indemnify AP or ARIEZ BV against any claims from third
parties on account of product liability as a result of a fault in a product or service
or system supplied by the Customer to a third party, which also consisted of the
Products and Services provided by AP or ARIEZ BV, subject to the situation that
and to the extent the Customer is able to prove that the damage was caused
by AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s Products and Services.
11.	To the extent AP or ARIEZ BV depend on the cooperation, services and deliveries
of third parties with respect to their activity, to which ARIEZ BV are unable
to exercise a great deal of influence or any influence at all, AP or ARIEZ BV
cannot in any way be held liable for any damage whatsoever stemming from
such relationships with AP or ARIEZ BV or the severing thereof, irrespective of
whether such damage is being caused or becomes visible during the business
relationship with AP or ARIEZ BV.
12.	If no appeal can be made to the previous subsections of this article, the
damages shall not exceed the price stipulated between the parties in the
Agreement, and shall not exceed the amount of Euro 50,000.13.	If AP or ARIEZ BV are liable by virtue of the clauses in this article and AP or
ARIEZ BV have insured themselves against such damage in the usual manner,
any liability shall be limited to the amount eligible for payment under this
insurance as the case arises.
14.	AP or ARIEZ BV shall make efforts to secure their systems adequately. In view
of the large number of intersection points with human interposition, the use
of the local networks and wireless communication on the Internet, the fact
that the information obtained or sent through the Internet is freely accessible
will have to be allowed for. AP or ARIEZ BV cannot be held liable for damage
in any form whatsoever caused by sending confidential or secret information.
AP or ARIEZ BV cannot be held liable for the security or abuse by third parties
of saved information; this includes but is not confined to the abuse of personal
details.
15.	If and to the extent AP or ARIEZ BV can be denoted as the “processor” of
personal details within the meaning of the Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens
[Act on the Protection of Personal Details], they cannot be held responsible
for damage caused pursuant to infringement on personal privacy. The
Customer shall bear the final responsibility for the processing and protection
of personal details. The Customer shall indemnify AP or ARIEZ BV against any
claims from third parties by virtue of the Act on the Protection of Personal
Details or by virtue of the privacy legislation that is effective at such time,
which follows from actions such as the use of the Products and Services and
actions such as the work carried out by AP or ARIEZ BV for such Products
and Services.
16.	Deviations between the work executed in one respect and the original design,
drawing, copy, model, the typesetting proofs, printer’s proofs or other tests
in another respect, shall not constitute a reason for rejection, discount
or dissolution of the agreement or for damages, if they are only of minor
significance.
17.	With respect to the assessment of whether deviations are to be considered as
slight deviations in the total of the work, a representative random test shall be
carried out on the work, unless the work is related to individually established
items.
18.	Any deviations that have no or only have a minor influence on the utility value
of the work, considering any circumstances, shall be considered to be deviations
of minor significance.
19.	With respect to the quality of the gram weight of paper and cardboard,
deviations of minor significance shall be deviations permitted pursuant to the
tolerance standards mentioned in the Algemene Verkoopvoorwaarden van de
Vereniging van Papiergroothandelaren [terms and conditions of sale of the
association of wholesale traders in paper].
Article 14: Transfer of risk
The risk of loss or damage of items constituting the subject of the Agreement shall
be transferred to the Customer the moment at which they are legally or physically
delivered to the Customer, and are consequently brought under the control of the
Customer or (a) third party/ies indicated by the Customer.
Article 15: Force majeure
1.	AP or ARIEZ BV are not bound to comply with any obligation if AP or ARIEZ BV
are impeded to comply as a result of a circumstance not due to AP or ARIEZ
BV, and which is not for AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s account by virtue of the law, a legal
act or standards applied in trade and transactions.
2.	Force majeure in these general terms and conditions means in addition to
the provisions adopted with respect to this in law and the law of precedent,
any external causes whether or not foreseen, on which AP or ARIEZ BV are
unable to exercise any influence, however, which impede ARIEZ BV to comply
with their obligations. Such causes include work strikes in AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s
business.
3.	
AP or RIEZ BV shall also be entitled to appeal to force majeure if the
circumstance impeding (further) compliance commences after AP or ARIEZ BV
should have complied with their obligations.
4.	
The parties may suspend the obligations from the Agreement during the
period of force majeure. If the period of force majeure should be more than
two months, each party shall be entitled to dissolve the Agreement, without
the obligation to pay any damages to the other.
5.	AP or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to claim payment for any performance,
services and products carried out and/or provided during the execution of the
respective Agreement prior to the moment force majeure was caused.
6. 	To the extent AP or ARIEZ BV have partially complied or are able to comply
with their obligations from the Agreement at the moment force majeure is
caused, and the part (to be) complied with has a separate value, AP or ARIEZ
BV shall be entitled to invoice the part (to be) complied with separately. The
Customer is bound to settle this invoice which is to be considered as a separate
Agreement.
Article 16: Intellectual and industrial titles to property
1.	All copyrights and any other titles to of intellectual of industrial property
as well as similar rights including neighbouring rights and rights for the
protection of databases, information and/or performance for or with respect
to the work delivered and/or provided by AP ARIEZ BV to the Customer, shall
only be vested with AP or ARIEZ BV. For the application of this article, AP or
ARIEZ BV includes a third party from whom AP or ARIEZ BV have obtained
rights herein referred to under licence with regard to the herein referred-to
goods, products, work or services. The Customer shall only acquire the user
rights and authority expressly assigned in these terms and conditions, the
Agreement or otherwise.
2.	Work referred to in subsection 1 of this clause includes but is not confined to:
brochures, magazines, software, other materials such as analyses, designs and
sketches for designs, documentation, reports, Tenders as well as preparatory
material thereof, written and/or visual draft projects, drawings, prototypes and
other materials and/or files produced under the terms of (the preparation of)
the production of the Products and Services.
3.	The Customer must observe the titles to intellectual or industrial property with
regard to the protected software and/or other work from third parties and
shall indemnify APC against any claims from third parties.
4.	The Customer is not permitted to (cause to) remove or to (cause to) change
any indications with regard to copyrights, brands, trade names or other
titles to intellectual or industrial property fixed in or on the (software of the)
Application or other work.
5.	
Unless expressly agreed otherwise in writing, the investigation into the
existence of patents, brand rights, drawings or sample rights, copyrights and
portrait rights of third parties is not part of the assignment.
6.	
Without the express permission of AP or ARIEZ BV, the Customer is not
permitted to use the work outside the agreed scope. For any further use, a
payment three times the usual compensation for such use, to a minimum of
Euro 10,000.- shall accrue to AP or ARIEZ BV, while AP or ARIEZ BV shall retain
the right to claim full damages.

Article 17: Confidential
1.	AP or ARIEZ BV and the Customer shall observe confidentiality with respect to
any information and (commercial, technical or any other type of) documents
when these have been denoted as such by the other party or when it ought to
be understood that such information is confidential.
2.	AP or ARIEZ BV and the Customer shall only supply personal details of the
other party to third parties when the other party has agreed prior thereto in
writing.
3.	AP or ARIEZ BV and the Customer shall make sure that their staff or any
third parties they are using under the terms of the Agreement observe this
confidentiality commitment.
Article 18: Transfer of rights and obligations
The Customer is not entitled to transfer his rights or obligations stemming from
the Agreement to third parties without AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s prior written consent.
Article 19: Discontinuation of the use of Products and Services delivered
1.	AP or ARIEZ BV are entitled to (temporarily) discontinue the use of the supplied
Products and Services and/or limit their use, or not deliver them or only to a
limited extent, if the Customer does not comply with an obligation from the
Agreement with respect to AP or ARIEZ BV, or acts in contravention of these
terms and conditions. AP or ARIEZ BV shall notify the Customer hereof prior
to discontinuation, unless such cannot within reason be required from AP or
ARIEZ BV. The commitment to pay the amounts due by the Customer to AP or
ARIEZ BV shall continue to be effective during the period of discontinuation.
2.	The discontinuation terminates once the Customer has complied with his
obligations within a period set by AP or ARIEZ BV, and has paid the established
amount for resumption of use.
Article 20: Amendments to the terms and conditions
1.	AP or ARIEZ BV reserves the right to amend or supplement these terms and
conditions.
2.	The amended terms and conditions shall also apply to the existing Agreements
as of thirty days following the written notification of the amendments to the
Customer.
Article 21: Miscellaneous clauses
1.	If one or several articles in these terms and conditions should be declared
invalid in a court order, the other clauses of these terms and conditions shall
be fully effective and AP or ARIEZ BV and the Customer shall consult in order
to agree on new clauses to replace the null and void or cancelled clauses,
observing as much as possible the object and purport of the null and void or
cancelled clauses.
2.	Only Dutch Law applies to all the offers made under these terms and conditions
and the Agreement(s). The applicability of the Vienna Purchase Treaty is
expressly excluded.
3.	Any disputes directly or indirectly stemming from or related to the Agreement
can only be submitted to the competent court in the first instance, in the
jurisdiction of the court of Amsterdam, to the extent legal provisions are not
opposed thereto.

SECTION B:
SPECIAL CLAUSES:
WITH RESPECT TO APPLICATIONS
Article 22: The Application and its contents
1.	The Customer is fully responsible for the Application and its contents.
2.	The Customer guarantees that the Application and its contents are not in
conflict with any law and/or any other government regulations and shall
observe the rights of third parties.
3.	It is the Customer’s responsibility that the addresses (domain names or e-mail
addresses) selected by him, and the material he has supplied do not infringe
the rights of third parties, including titles to intellectual and industrial property
of such third parties.
4.	The Customer guarantees that when using personal details of third parties,
such use is in accordance with the relevant privacy legislation. It is the
Customer’s responsibility to check whether the use of the Application meets
the requirements of the respective privacy regulations.
5.	In the case of an imminent or existing infringement of the clauses of this
article, or in the case AP or ARIEZ BV are held liable pursuant to the (contents
of the) Application, AP or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to partially or entirely
stop the connection of the Application of the server to the digital network
immediately, in order to partially or wholly remove the Application and its
contents and/or to terminate the contractual relationship with the Customer
without any further announcement. In conclusion, AP or ARIEZ BV shall be
entitled to fully cooperate with the police or the Public Prosecutor in the case
of a criminal investigation.
6.	The Customer shall indemnify AP or ARIEZ BV against any claim from third
parties including the costs caused with respect to this, regarding the rights to
the (software of the) Application, its contents and any other material supplied
by the Customer.
Article 23: Declarations of the Customer
The Customer declares to be aware of the features and limitations of digital
networks. In particular he declares to be aware of the fact that:
a	the data transmission through the Internet is subject to the reliability and the
technical potential thereof;
b	special Agreements and access and user restrictions may be applicable to the
access to certain (private) networks;
c	the contents of the Application hosted by AP or ARIEZ BV may be reproduced,
copied and may be passed on to third parties;
d	any data accessible or passed on via the Internet are accessible to third parties
and are therefore not protected from changes and adjustments by third
parties;
e	the risk of disclosure of passwords, access codes, confidential information etc.
to third parties exists.
Article 24: Dissemination of information
1.	To the extent AP or ARIEZ BV provide disk space, the Customer is not
permitted to use the system and the disk space for actions and/or conduct
in conflict with the applicable legal provisions, the netiquette, the directives
of the Reclame Code Commissie [Advertising Code Board], the Agreement
or these general terms and conditions. This includes but is not limited to the
actions and conduct below:
	a.	spamming: the unrequested dispatch of large quantities of e-mail messages
with the same contents and/or the unrequested posting of large numbers
of news groups on the Internet of a message with the same contents. This
includes spam sent through any other provider with reference to a website,
e-mail address and/or other service at AP or ARIEZ BV;
	
b.	
the infringement of copyright-protected work or any other action in
conflict with titles to intellectual property of third parties;
	c.	the disclosure or dissemination of (child) pornography, racist statements,
and offensive statements;
	d.	sexual intimidation or any other form of harassment of persons;
e.	the conduct of criminal data traffic, which involves that AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s
system is used to commit (structural) criminal acts or to support a criminal
organisation within the meaning of the law;
f.	hacking; the penetration of other computers or computer systems on the
Internet without permission;
g.	cracking; the penetration of other computers or computer systems on the
Internet without permission, and to make changes therein.
2.	The Customer will make every effort to prevent AP’s or ARIEZ BV’s interests
from being harmed and will in particular maintain such conduct that any
liability of AP or ARIEZ BV as intermediary for the unlawful and/or criminal
content of the Application is avoided. Should AP or ARIEZ BV become/be made
aware of the fact that a publication disclosed by the Customer through the
use of AP or ARIEZ BV’s services infringes the rights of third parties or that the
Customer is otherwise acting unlawfully and/or punishable by law, AP or ARIEZ
BV may summon the Customer to (cause to) remove the respective publication
as soon as possible and within 24 hours at the most. If the Customer should fail
to comply with this, AP or ARIEZ BV shall be entitled to (cause to) remove the
publication from their systems themselves. AP or ARIEZ BV are not committed
to any form of damages on account of the removal of the aforementioned
material, without prejudice to the provisions in article 22 subsection 6.
3.	
AP or ARIEZ BV may supply any of the information they hold from the
Customer to third parties if a legal cause exists thereto, or if AP or ARIEZ BV
are required to do so by law, or AP or ARIEZ BV are required to do so under the
instruction of the Public Prosecutor. In that case AP or ARIEZ BV shall not be
committed to pay any form of damages to the Customer.
Article 25: Liability
Without prejudice to the provisions in article 16, the Customer is not permitted
to remove or alter any indications with respect to copyrights, brands, trade names
or other titles to intellectual or industrial property fixed in or on the (software of
the) Application or other work.
Article 26: Deviations
1.	Deviations between the delivered work in one respect and the original test
programme, dummy, design, drawing, copy, model, the typesetting proofs,
printer’s proofs or other tests in another respect, shall not constitute a reason
for rejection, discount or dissolution of the agreement or for damages, if such
deviations are of minor significance.
2.	With respect to the assessment of whether deviations are to be considered as
slight deviations in the total of the work, a representative random test shall be
carried out on the work, unless the work is related to individually established
items.
3.	Any deviations that have not or only have a minor influence on the utility
value of the work, considering any circumstances, shall be considered to be
deviations of minor significance.
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